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1.0 Introduction  

1.1 This Consultation Statement has been prepared to fulfill legal obligations set out in the 

Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 and subsequent amendments. 

These Regulations require that when a qualifying body (in this case, Belford Parish 

Council) submits a neighbourhood development plan to the local planning authority, 

they must also provide a Consultation Statement. Regulation 15(2) describes what is 

required in a Consultation Statement.  It must:  

• contain details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the proposed 

neighbourhood development plan;   

• explain how they were consulted;   

• summarise the main issues and concerns raised by the persons consulted;  and   

• describe how those issues and concerns have been considered and, where relevant, 

addressed in the proposed neighbourhood development plan.   

1.2 This Consultation Statement sets out a brief background to the preparation of a 

neighbourhood plan for Belford and sets out consultation events undertaken during the 

Plan preparation period.  It includes details of those organisations and people consulted 

about the Plan at the various stages of Plan preparation and the extent to which efforts 

were made to ensure the Plan was prepared with support and input from the local 

community.  The Covid-19 pandemic reduced the ability of the Working Group to hold 

public meetings more recently and caused a significant delay to the production of the 

Plan.  

1.3 A very few responses were received during the Regulation 14 consultation, and the Plan 

was amended accordingly.  Appendix A contains a copy of the initial consultation 

brochure that was sent to residents in the Neighbourhood Area in September 2016.  

Appendix B contains an analysis of that consultation, which informed the final drafting 

of the Plan.  Appendix C contains a list of organisations who were consulted at Regulation 

14 stage. 

1.4 The methods used and outcomes achieved from engagement have resulted in the 

submission of a plan that, in the opinion of the Parish Council, best meet community 

expectations expressed during the various stages of plan preparation.  

2.0 Belford Neighbourhood Plan – Background  

1.1 A Neighbourhood Area application was submitted under the Neighbourhood Planning 

Regulations 2012 (part 2 section 6) to Northumberland County Council who approved 

the application on 22nd September 2015.  At that time the Neighbourhood Area 

comprised the civil parishes of Belford and Middleton, along with the Warenton Ward 

which together, for the purposes of local government administration, were formally 

organised and managed as ‘Belford and Middleton Parish Council.  However, following a 
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local parish boundary review in 2020, the geographic extent of Belford civil parish was 

extended to include the parish of Easington.  A modified Belford Neighbourhood Area 

was subsequently designated by Northumberland County Council on 20th May 2021 to 

replace the previous designation.  This area now covers the whole of the new parish of 

Belford.  Copies of the Neighbourhood Area designation documents are available on the 

Northumberland County Council website. 

2.1  Since that time, various consultation events have taken place; the progress of the Plan 

has been hampered somewhat by the Covid-19 pandemic, and the make-up of the 

Steering Group has changed a little over the years meaning that it has overall taken some 

time to finalise and submit the Plan.  

2.2 Following the approval of the designated area, there followed two consultation events 

with the local community prior to the Regulation 14 consultation.  The first one was a 

broad consultation event (see below), and the second one was a more detailed 

consultation on a proposed ‘vision’ and a set of objectives and policy areas for the 

Belford Neighbourhood Plan, including site specific matters such as Local Green Spaces 

and the proposed settlement boundary.  

2.3 In order to keep an accurate and comprehensive record of the whole consultation 

process, the Parish Council website has had publicly accessible records of all documents 

which are summarised below: 

• Latest working draft of the Neighbourhood Plan; 

• Latest consultation letter and details of how to respond to the consultation; 

• All background evidence reports consisting of a series of reports covering all aspects of 
the Plan 

• Information about consultation exercises carried out 

• Minutes of all Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group meetings held  

2.4 These documents are all available online at the address below:  

https://northumberlandparishes.uk/belford/documents/neighbourhood-plan 
 

3.0 Consultation and Engagement Timeline 

3.1 In general terms, local residents and businesses were kept informed about progress 

through the Neighbourhood Plan website hosted by Belford Parish Council, the village 

newsletter (‘What’s On in Belford’) and public meetings.   

2013 

3.2 The first public meeting in relation the Belford Neighbourhood Plan was carried out in 

December 2013.  This meeting was carried out with representatives from community 

groups, the County Council and Belford Parish Council, to consider whether it was 

https://northumberlandparishes.uk/belford/documents/neighbourhood-plan
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sensible to pursue a neighbourhood plan for the area.  This meeting considered 

matters such as the boundaries for the Plan Area (and whether it should seek to 

include adjacent areas with no parish council), composition of a proposed Steering 

Group, and how to engage the general public, through public meetings and 

information. 

2014 

3.3 In January 2014 there was a meeting with residents in the parish and community 

groups, including Belford Community Group and Belford Hall Committee.  The outcome 

of this meeting was that there was overall support from within the community to 

produce a neighbourhood plan, although there was some concern expressed about 

who would do the work, and what resources were available.    

2015 

3.4 A Steering Group was established by the Parish Council to oversee the development of a 

Neighbourhood Plan for Belford, and area designation was applied for and approved.  In 

February 2015 there was a public meeting held at the Community Club in Belford.  There 

were over 50 attendees at this meeting, and many of the attendees left e-mail addresses 

so that they could be contacted with updates on the progress of the neighbourhood plan.  

Attendees included businesses, landowners and some residents of adjoining parishes, as 

well as 7 Belford Parish Councillors.  A planning officer from the Council also attended, 

and spoke about the strategic planning context, and a respresentative from the 

Northumberland Coast AONB also attended.  The (then) County Councillor also spoke at 

the meeting.  

3.5 The meeting had presentation boards, and asked broad questions, such as ‘What do 

you like about Belford?  What would you change in Belford?  Where would you be 

happy for development to happen?  (see below).  Attendees were given green and red 

dots to stick on maps to denote support (or otherwise) for development in different 

areas of the parish.  

3.6 On 26th March 2015 a full Parish Council meeting was held at Bell View and was 

attended by a number of residents.  The purpose of the meeting was to finally decide 

whether to proceed with the production of a neighbourhood plan.  Attendees voted in 

favour, and the area designation application was submitted.  

2016/2017 

3.7 A more detailed questionnaire was produced, which included a ‘vision’ for the 

neighbourhood, and a number of proposed objectives.  This vision sought to reflect 

some of the key issues that had been identified in the initial consultations.  A further 

consultation event was held in relation to the vision and objectives in October 2016.  A 

copy of the questionnaire is contained in Appendix A, and a copy of an analysis of 
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responses is contained in Appendix B.  Over 52 responses were received to that 

questionnaire 

3.8 In summary the main broad planning issues raised were: 

• Community facilities were highly valued; support for these and the development of 

more facilities was needed; 

• Local green/recreational spaces were highly valued; 

• The landscape in the area around the village was highly valued; 

• More houses for local people/affordable housing were needed, support for self-build; 

• Conserve historic character and role of Belford Village Centre 

3.9 At the same time as the meetings with residents were taking place, other meetings 

were held with local businesses in the Plan Area.  A meeting was organised for 29th 

February 2016.  Four of the larger employers in the Plan Area attended; cumulatively 

those four employers were responsible for employing over 60 people in the area.  A 

note of the meeting was posted on the Belford Parish Council Website.  The main 

outcome of that meeting was: 

• The plan needed to promote business in Belford: the employment prospects and 

prosperity of the village depended on it. Although there were other important 

employment sites identified in the draft core strategy, Belford’s location adjacent to 

the A1 gave it significant potential.  

• For this reason, the plan should indicate sites where commercial development would 

be supported.  

• Recruiting skilled and semi-skilled workers was a perennial problem. For this reason, 

additional housing ideally for permanent use and suitable for family occupancy should 

be encouraged in the plan.  

2019 

3.10 In 2019, a detailed Housing Needs Assessment focussing particularly on the need for 

affordable housing for older people was carried out by the Bell View Centre in Belford.  

Bell View has an interest in promoting the supply of accessible and affordable housing 

to enable older people to remain in the community of their choice and creating ‘age-

friendly’ communities.  A copy of the assessment is included in the evidence base 

documents on the neighbourhood plan website.  The report was aimed at looking at 

the need for older people’s housing and helped inform the relevant planning policy in 

the neighbourhood plan.  

2020 
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3.11 Production of the Neighbourhood Plan was held up during 2020 due to the Covid-19 

pandemic.  Most work on the plan stopped for a considerable amount of time.  Although 

a screening opinion was sought at this stage under HRA and SEA regulations, and the 

work on the SEA was begun with the help of Northumberland County Council.  In 2021 

the Council sent a letter to all Parish Councils to inform them that due to the Covid 

outbreak, consultation on the Regulation 14 version of the Plan should be paused (letter 

attached in Appendix G).  This meant that all worked stopped on the Plan for a while.  

4.0 Pre-Submission (Regulation 14) Neighbourhood Plan consultation (1st July 
2022 until 15th August 2022)  

4.1 Following a delay in the preparation of the Plan due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Parish 

Council commenced their pre-submission Neighbourhood Plan consultation.  The 

consultation took place for a period of 6 weeks, and a list of consultees is contained in 

Appendix C.    

4.2 Notices were placed on the Parish Council website and the individual statutory 

consultees listed in Appendix C were written to or e-mailed with information about how 

to view and respond to the plan.   

4.3 The Plan was available to view on the internet, and hard copies were made available for 

those unable to access the online versions.  The Plan was advertised through the local 

leaflet ‘What’s On in Belford’.  

Statutory Consultees’ Responses:   

4.4 A full and detailed response was submitted by Northumberland County Council and is 
included in Appendix G.  Many of them related to minor changes or additions to policy 
wording and criteria and almost all of the comments were incorporated into the final 
version of the Plan.   

4.5 There were 6 responses received from statutory consultees (including from the County 

Council) and these are referenced in Appendix E.  All changes requested by the County 

Council were incorporated into the final version of the Plan.  Other responses received 

from the statutory consultees were broadly supportive or had no comment, so no further 

changes were made.  

Responses from landowners 

4.6 There were no responses received at this stage from local landowners, although verbal 

dialogue was had with landowners at initial meetings.  

Responses from residents 

4.7 There were no written responses received from residents.   
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5.0 Habitats Regulations Assessment  

5.1 A Screening Opinion was sought as to whether Habitats Regulations Assessment would 

be required.  The Plan was screened out following amendments made to policies 

(incorporation of policies 16 and 17); a copy of the full screening opinion is submitted 

with the Plan.   

6.0 Strategic Environmental Assessment  

6.1 The plan was screened to see if a Strategic Environmental Assessment would be 

required.  The plan was screened in.  The screening opinion is included in the submission 

documents, as is the full Environmental Report.  The recommendations set out in that 

report were all incorporated into the final version of the Plan.   

7.0 Conclusions  

7.1 The Submission Plan is the outcome of nearly seven years of work on the part of the 

Belford Steering Group, with a hiatus during the Covid pandemic which halted work on 

the Plan.  There has been significant community engagement in various forms in the early 

stages, through open events, questionnaires, and other surveys carried out by individuals 

in the Steering Group and external consultants.    

7.2 The Parish Council believe that the Belford Neighbourhood Plan (Submission version) is 

a fair reflection of the views expressed by the local community throughout the various 

stages of plan preparation.  

7.3 All legal obligations regarding the preparation of neighbourhood plans have been 

adhered to by the Parish Council. The Submission Plan is supported by a Basic Conditions 

Statement and by this Consultation Statement both of which adequately cover the 

requirements set out in the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012 [as amended]. 

The Parish Council has no hesitation in presenting the Plan as a policy document that has 

the support of the majority of the local community who have been engaged in its 

preparation.  

7.4 This Consultation Statement demonstrates that publicity, consultation and engagement 

on the Plan has been meaningful, effective, proportionate and valuable in shaping the 

Plan which will benefit communities across the Parish by promoting sustainable 

development.  













































































































 

David English, Planning Manager, Neighbourhood Planning and Infrastructure 
Northumberland County Council, County Hall, Morpeth, Northumberland, NE61 2EF 

T: 0345 600 6400 E: david.english@northumberland.gov.uk    
www.northumberland.gov.uk   

 

APPENDIX H: CONSULTATION RESPONSE FROM NORTHUMBERLAND 
COUNTY COUNCIL (Regulation 14)  

 

 

 

Mrs. Isabel Hunter  
Parish Clerk  
Belford Parish Council  
 

By email only 
 
 
 
 

Enquiries to: 
Direct Line: 

E-mail: 
 
 
 

Date: 

Chris Anderson 
07966329338 
Chris.anderson01 
@northumberland.gov.uk 
 
 
15th August 2022 

Dear Isabel, 
 
Belford Parish Neighbourhood Plan  
Response to consultation on pre-submission draft plan   
  
Thank you for consulting the County Council on the Pre-Submission Draft Belford 
Neighbourhood Plan. Firstly, I would like to congratulate the Parish Council and their 
Steering Group on reaching this stage in plan preparation and for creating a well-
considered draft plan for the future of Belford Parish.   
  
I have consulted colleagues throughout the County Council on the draft plan and have 
received a number of comments from various service areas. The County Council’s 
comments are presented in the schedule that follows this letter.   
  
Comments have been made about both the supporting text, which sets the context for 
the policies, and on the policies proposed for inclusion in the Plan.   
  
There are a number of areas where we have identified concerns in terms of how well 
the Plan currently meets the ‘basic conditions’. We would hope that you will see these 
comments as critical support. They are intended to inform modification to the Plan so 
that it best meets the expectations of the Parish Council in terms of the future 
determination of development proposals, and, crucially, that the Plan can proceed to 
independent examination once it has been submitted, with a greater expectation of a 
positive outcome.  
  
I hope the comments made by the County Council are helpful in reaching a conclusion 
to plan preparation. We will, of course, continue to support the Parish Council and 
Steering Group with advice as necessary and with practical support on any 
modifications required to the Plan once you have had a chance to review all of the 
representations received in response to the current consultation.   

 

http://www.northumberland.gov.uk/
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Finally, I would advise that the comments made by the County Council in response to 
this consultation on the Pre-Submission Draft Plan do not constitute a formal opinion 
about whether the Plan as currently drafted meets the ‘basic conditions’.  The County 
Council is not required to issue a decision statement in respect of that matter until the 
independent examination has been completed. We would therefore reserve the right 
to make further representations as necessary following the submission of the Plan to 
the County Council.  
Yours sincerely  
 

 
 

  

Chris Anderson 
Neighbourhood Planning Team 
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General Comments  
  
When suggestions are made for the revision of text, text shown in red strikethrough 
(example) is suggested for removal, and text shown red underlined (example) is 
suggested for addition. 
 
General: 
 
We suggest any references to superseded development plan documents in the 
background papers should be updated to reflect the adopted Northumberland Local 
Plan, March 2022. 
 
For ease of reference when using the policies, we suggest numbering the paragraphs 
and using numbered / lettered bullet points. 
 
  

Para 2.3  We suggest the last sentence of the paragraph is removed as 
the Northumberland Plan has been adopted since this version 
of the Plan was being drafted.  
 
The County Council adopted the Northumberland Local Plan 
in March 2022. The Neighbourhood Plan must be in general 
conformity with strategic policies contained in the 
Northumberland Local Plan. The Northumberland Local Plan 
has recently been examined and found to be consistent with 
national planning policy. It is therefore expected that the Plan 
will align with national and local strategic policy.    

 Para 4.5   This suggests that the NP policies may need to be reviewed 
in light of updated Census data on second and holiday 
homes.  The Census 2021 data isn't now expected until 
around the end of this year.  Belford is now combined with the 
former Middleton and Easington parishes (the NP area was 
amended in Apr. 2021 to reflect that), both of which were well 
over the 20% threshold referred to according to the Census 
2011 data on households with no permanent residents (44.5% 
Easington / 37.9% Middleton), and for which the NLP Policy 
HOU10 primary occupancy restriction applies.   While not 
directly comparable, internal analysis of Council Tax and 
Business Rates data suggests that Belford (with Middleton 
and Easington) has risen from around 17.0% in 2011 to about 
18.9% now, so is certainly on the cusp of the 20% threshold, 
but it remains to be seen what the 2021 Census data for 
households with no permanent residents shows and whether 
it will indeed hit that 20% threshold and thus come within the 
realms of NLP Policy HOU10. 
 
We suggest Para 4.5 is re-written to reflect the most up to 
date Local Plan policy position in the newly designated 
Belford neighbourhood area (April 2021) as referred to in the 
above text.  
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Para 4.5 would read easier as follows: 
 
In the case of locations within or close to the north 
Northumberland coast, which is a popular holiday destination, 
it is likely that empty dwellings will include second homes and 
holiday accommodation. Where the proportion of empty 
dwellings in a parish exceeds 20% it is widely considered that 
this begins to point towards an imbalance in the housing stock 
which is likely to contain significant numbers of second homes 
and holiday accommodation. A diminishing resident 
population associated with such changes can impact the 
viability of local businesses, community services and 
facilities.  Belford is now combined with the former Middleton 
and Easington parishes (the NP area was amended in April 
2021 to reflect that), which were both well over the 20% 
threshold referred to according to the Census 2011 data on 
households with no permanent residents (44.5% Easington / 
37.9% Middleton), and for which the NLP Policy HOU10 
primary occupancy restrictions apply. It remains to be seen 
what the 2021 Census data for households with no permanent 
residents shows and whether it will hit that 20% threshold 
taking Belford within the requirements of NLP Policy HOU10.  
the available data from the previous census appears close to 
that tipping-point and will monitor changes over time. This 
may lead to a review of the planning policies currently 
proposed in the neighbourhood Plan if it is thought 
appropriate to control the future occupation of new housing in 
the Parish. 
  
  

Para.4.10 and 5.5  The paragraph says that the settlement boundary has been 
drawn to accommodate most of the existing permissions for 
housing development.  The settlement boundary background 
paper includes a table listing the extant permissions (as at 
end May 2021) with some notes about their expectations for 
delivery of those permissions, but there is no map to clearly 
illustrate how the proposed settlement boundary takes 
account of which ones have been included and whether any 
around the edges of the settlement have been notably 
excluded. We feel the background paper should be updated to 
include this part of the methodology and to reflect the 
adoption of the Northumberland Local Plan. Officers would be 
pleased to support the Parish Council to do this.   

Para.5.7   The paragraph refers to entry-level exception sites.  While 
currently still in the NPPF, the Written Ministerial Statement 
on First Homes last year (and associated PPG) states that 
since 28 June 2021 entry-level exception sites have been 
superseded and replaced by First Homes Exception Sites. 
 
We suggest the paragraph is updated to reflect this. 
 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2021-05-24/debates/21052448000014/AffordableHomes
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2021-05-24/debates/21052448000014/AffordableHomes
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/first-homes
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The Parish Council recognises that certain local housing 
needs will need to be met during the plan period. Policy 1, and 
subsequent policies in the Plan therefore support the 
provision of affordable housing, including that delivered 
through community-led projects, in the countryside beyond the 
defined settlement boundary where these meet the nationally 
prescribed definitions for ‘rural exception sites’ which provide 
general local needs affordable housing; and ‘entry-level 
exception sites’ ‘first homes exception sites’ which provide 
affordable housing for first time buyers or people looking to 
rent their first home.  

Para.5.8  The paragraph says that new self/custom-build developments 
in the rural hamlets will only be supported for 1 dwelling. We 
have addressed this issue in detail in our comments in Policy 
1. 

Para.5.10  
 

We suggest the interpretation of what is regarded as 
community-led housing could be expanded.  Community-led 
housing does not just have to be affordable housing and can 
include market housing where supported/initiated by the local 
community to help meet identified local needs.  However, it 
does not prevent the BNP specifically supporting community-
led Affordable Housing schemes in Policy 2. 

 
Para.5.12   The paragraph mentions a community project being proposed 

in relation to older people's housing, but nothing is mentioned 
in this regard in the list of community projects in section 7 of 
the plan. 
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Policy 1: New 
Housing 
Development  

The third paragraph includes reference to entry-level 
exception sites. These are no longer applicable, and we 
suggest the reference is amended in accordance with the 
national Written Ministerial Statement policy requirements and 
PPG for First Homes and its provisions for First Homes 
Exception Sites. 

We would also like to highlight to the Parish Council that these 
sites cannot be within AONBs and other designated rural 
areas.  The Written Ministerial Statement and PPG also 
requires development plans (incl. neighbourhood plans) that 
include policies for affordable housing to set out that at least 
25% of affordable homes should be First Homes. 

The fourth paragraph including bullet points regarding isolated 
homes in the countryside appear to be consistent with NPPF 
paragraph 80 (and NLP Policy HOU8), but neighbourhood 
plans need not repeat national policy or policies in the Local 
Plan. We would suggest the policy would read better by 
saying isolated residential development in the countryside will 
only be supported where in accordance with policies in the 
development plan and NPPF. 

The last paragraph of the Policy supports the development of 
single dwelling, self-build or custom builds in the countryside. 
The policy supports these types of development in the 
hamlets, clusters of buildings and farm steadings across the 
Parish. To better align with the strategic policies in the NLP 
we would suggest the policy supports development in only the 
hamlets of Ross, Elwick, Low Middleton, Middleton, Detchant, 
Easington and Waren Mill and names these hamlets in the 
policy. These settlements would then become classified as 
‘other settlements’ as the NLP classifies them. We would 
suggest that clusters of buildings and farm steadings are 
removed from the policy unless there is evidence to identify 
their name, location, and character as an “other settlement” 

The last paragraph of the policy is more permissive than the 
NLP in the respect of support for dwellings within and 
adjacent to these named hamlets. The NLP in Policy STP 1 
part (f) states development in other settlements not identified 
as Main Towns, Service Centres or Service Villages will be 
limited to that within the built form of the settlement, and the 
conversion, extension or redevelopment of existing buildings.  

Neighbourhood Plans are allowed to provide for more 
development than the Local Plan and this approach seems to 
provide for this in the Plan. The policy however seeks to 
control the number of new dwellings to a maximum of 1 which 
is more restrictive than the NLP approach which does not set 
a maximum number of dwellings within the built form of an 
‘other settlement’.  
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Without specific evidence as to why a maximum no of 1 has 
been chosen for these locations we feel it should not be 
included in the policy. We would suggest support for small-
scale self-build custom-build housing in such locations in 
accordance with other policies in the development plan, rather 
than restricting it to just single-dwelling developments 

We would welcome further working with the Parish Council to 
discuss and agree any necessary changes and for Policy 1 to 
be updated or restructured. 
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Policy 2: Community 
Led Housing  

We would suggest checking the intention of this policy to 
make sure the Parish Council are happy with it. The policy as 
written would not allow someone to build their own house due 
to the requirement of it having to be ‘affordable’ Is this what 
the policy aims to achieve? 

We would welcome further working with the Parish Council to 
discuss and agree any necessary changes and for Policy 2 to 
be updated or restructured.   

Policy 3: Accessible 
and Adaptable 
Housing, second 
part,   

and   

paras. 5.13 to 5.16  

The BNP is seeking to go beyond the requirements of NLP 
Policy HOU11 (part 2) and require all new housing to meet the 
higher M4(2) accessibility and adaptability standards of the 
Building Regulations.  The BNP considers the NLP 
requirement will not have a significant effect on local supply 
and do not go far enough.  However, these optional technical 
housing standards can only be introduced through 
development plan policy where there is clear evidence of local 
needs and that it would not adversely impact on development 
viability.  While there is evidence of local need in Belford, 
there has been no assessment of viability to justify this 
enhanced local policy requirement over-and-above the 
viability assessment evidence of the NLP - the BNP, in 
para.5.16 recognises it may have some limited development 
viability implications but consider the local needs to effectively 
outweigh that impact. We feel this may not satisfy the national 
policy requirements for introducing these higher 
standards.  We would suggest the second part of Policy 3 is 
therefore unjustified in the absence of commissioning a 
detailed viability assessment to show that there would not be 
any adverse impacts on development viability in the BNP 
area.  We suggest the BNP refer to the requirements already 
set out in the NLP.  

On a positive note, the Government have now decided to 
make the M4(2) accessibility and adaptability standard 
mandatory as part of the Building Regulations but at this stage 
of the BNP process it is subject to further consultation. 

Policy 4 - 
Community 
Facilities   

We are pleased to see that specific facilities of value to the 
community are listed and numbered. For clarity, we would 
suggest adding a business description, where necessary. 

For example, change:  

“CF12: The Salmon, 31 High Street” to   

“CF12: The Salmon Public House The Salmon, 31 High 
Street”  
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Policy 5: 
Recreational Open 
Space  

The Strategic Estates department have raised objections to 
the two recreational open space areas identified in the BNP: 

ROS1 - The primary school land is not open recreation space 
for all to use, it is an enclosed school field and play area. Part 
of the site for the Middle School is subject to a Community 
Asset Transfer to the Parish Council, however it is subject to 
Department for Education approval so we feel it is too early 
for the designation.  

ROS2 – we would not want the skate park designated as 
recreational open space. 

Policy 6: Local 
Green Space  

No comments 

Policy 7: Belford 
Village Centre  

This Policy seems to allow for shop front uses to move within 
a range of use classes as long this makes “a positive 
contribution to Belford Village Centre by maintaining or 
improving the economic vitality, viability and sustainability of 
Belford”. If applied to, say “CF3: The Belford Pharmacy, 22 
West Street”, “CF4: Belford Newsagents, 22 High Street” or 
“CF6: The John Dory Fish & Chip Shop, 8 West Street” from 
Policy 4, this suggests a more flexible approach than Policy 4 
itself, which, ostensibly, would want to keep a pharmacy, a 
newsagent and a fish & chip shop.  

Is there a need to set out somewhere, the relationship 
between these two policies? For example, if the Policy 4 test 
is passed and there is no longer a need for one of the named 
facility or the facility is no longer viable, (and the building has 
been marketed), would they still, under Policy 7, be looking for 
a use that would maintain or improve the economic vitality, 
viability and sustainability of Belford?   

It is suggested that the second paragraph of the Policy could 
be rephrased to provide more clarity to a decision maker:   

“The change of use of ground floor premises within Belford 
Village Centre currently in Class E, Class F1 or Class F2 uses 
to residential use, including as overnight or short-stay tourist 
accommodation will only be supported if relevant tests within 
this Policy and/or Policy 4 have been satisfied” 

Policy 8: Broadband 
Infrastructure and 
Telecommunications  

We suggest a change to the final clause of the first paragraph 
to make it clearer for a decision maker to apply the policy:  

“… where it has been demonstrated that the development has 
been sited and designed, where relevant, to minimize the any 
adverse impacts on the character and appearance of the 
AONB, other valued and designated key qualities of the 
landscapes and/or the Belford Conservation Area.” 
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Policy 9: Rural 
Business 
Development and 
Tourism   

At the end of the first paragraph of the Policy, and before the 
bullet points, the phrase “…elsewhere in the Neighbourhood 
Plan and in the development plan…” is used, but the 
Neighbourhood Plan is part of the development plan. 

We suggest a consistent reference to the policies in the 
neighbourhood plan and the development plan as follows: 

Subject to compliance with relevant policies in the 
Neighbourhood Plan and elsewhere in the development plan.  

In the first bullet point it should be made clear that new 
buildings should be more exceptional and of appropriate 
scale. We suggest the bullet point is rephrased:  

“…the sustainable growth and expansion of all types of 
business both through conversion of existing buildings and, 
where this is not possible, through appropriately scaled, well-
designed new buildings;”  

We suggest the use of scale is appropriate to the policy it is 
being applied in to help a decision maker. For example, 
“appropriately scaled” is suggested in this policy rather than 
“small scale”, as in the following Policy 10 Belford Industrial 
Estate, it cross refers to Policy 9, and allows for some 
extension of employment uses beyond the boundary of the 
industrial estate. In this case slightly larger than small scale 
buildings might be appropriate so we suggest adding this to 
the policy. 

Policy 10: Belford 
Industrial Estate  

No comments 

Policy 11: Overnight 

Tourist 
Accommodation  
 

We suggest the first part of the Policy separates the different 

types of accommodation, and explains how new permanent 
buildings, new temporary buildings and conversions will be 
treated. To make it clearer for a decision make to apply the 
policy we suggest the following; 

“Proposals for overnight tourist accommodation will be 
encouraged, including, support in the open countryside for 
small scale development, comprising building conversions, 
such as for bunkhouses, and new moveable temporary 
accommodation such as chalets, holiday lodges, touring 
caravan sites, camping sites, glamping pods, or yurts. and 
similar holiday accommodation,  

Small scale touring caravan sites and camping sites, and the 
small-scale expansion of existing static caravan and holiday 
home parks will also be supported. where t 

The occupation of any caravans, buildings or other structures 
is will be limited by condition or planning obligation to prevent 
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their use other than as holiday accommodation., and where it 
can  

It should be demonstrated that: …” 

Policy 11: Overnight 
Tourist 
Accommodation 
continued…  

In the fourth bullet point, for consistency with the Local Plan 
and the AONB Management Plan, we suggest the phrase 
“special qualities” should be used as follows: 

“…the development can be accommodated sensitively in the 
landscape with great weight being given to conserving and 
enhancing the special qualities of landscape and scenic 
beauty where development is proposed in the 
Northumberland Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, 
where these would be affected;” 
 

Policy 11: Overnight 
Tourist 
Accommodation 
continued…  

We feel the penultimate paragraph is overly onerous and 

should be rephrased in line with the relevant part of Local 
Plan Policy ENV 3, as follows: 

“All Where the development is considered likely to have a 
significant impact on the surrounding landscape, townscape 
or seascape character of the site and/or visual amenity and/or 
the special qualities of an AONB, proposals must be 
supported by a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced person to 
clearly demonstrate the landscape and visual impact 
anticipated to arise from the development.” 

We would welcome further working with the Parish Council to 
discuss and agree any necessary changes and for Policy 11 
to be updated or restructured.  

Policy 11: Overnight 
Tourist 
Accommodation 
continued…  

We would suggest the final paragraph is overly restrictive and 
such an approach does not appear to be supported by 
evidence. It is likely, in any case, we feel that any large scale 
proposal would be unlikely to meet the criteria set out in the 
policy (this could be described more fully in the supporting 
text). We advise deleting this last sentence.   

Policy 12: Provision 

and Improvement of 
Walking and Cycling 
Routes  
 

We welcome the aspiration to improve connectivity between 
Belford and the Northumberland Coast for pedestrians and 
cyclists. The policy specifically refers to an underpass, which 
would only be delivered or deliverable as part of a more 
general improvement of the A1. NLP Policy TRA/3 supports 
full A1 dualling. We suggest the policy could be less specific 
than only supporting an “underpass.” 

Policy 13: Belford 
Conservation Area  
 

We support the creation of a Conservation Area policy which 
includes Belford Hall Registered Park and Garden. We would 
suggest including text relating to the openness of the area.  

  

We would suggest the Policy promotes development that will 
contribute positively to the Conservation Area, better 
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‘revealing its significance’ This aligns with Policy ENV 9 of the 
NLP. 

Policy 14: Design in 
New Development  

We suggest the last bullet point relating to a net gain for 
biodiversity would be better placed in Policy 15. To better 
align with legislation, we suggest re-wording as follows. 

 

“Wherever biodiversity is impacted by development, the 
proposal must secures a measurable ‘net gain’ for biodiversity 
through mitigation, restoration and/or, as a last resort, 
compensatory measures as necessary.”  

Policy 14: Design in 
New Development 
cont’d…  
 

We feel the penultimate part of Policy 14 is too onerous. A 
rephrasing would read: 

 

Development that is not well designed will be refused 
especially where it fails to reflect the criteria in this policy and 
other relevant policies in the development plan  

Policy 14: Design in 
New Development 
cont’d…  
 

We are pleased to see the inclusion of the policy text “a 
Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS) has been incorporated 
or it can be demonstrated why such a system would not be 
practicable”  

Policy 15: Protected 
Habitats and 
Species  

We have suggested a more up to date wording of this policy 
to reflect changes in previous neighbourhood plans and to 
sufficiently refer to the whole of the Coastal Mitigation zone. 
We suggest updating the policy to the following; 

To ensure that the impacts arising from increasing levels of 
recreational disturbance on coastal Sites of Special Scientific 
Interest and European Sites can be addressed, all 
development within 7km of the coast that will result in a net 
increase in the number of residential units or tourist 
accommodation will be required to contribute to the Coastal 
Mitigation Service or provide alternative mitigation of 
demonstrable effectiveness. Within a zone, as shown on the 
Northumberland Local Plan policies map, extending between 
7km and 10km from the coast, only major development will be 
required to make a contribution to the Coastal Mitigation 
Service, or provide alternative mitigation of demonstrable 
effectiveness. All financial contributions required in 
accordance with this policy will be secured by way of a 
planning obligation under section 106 of the Town and 
Country Planning Act 1990, or any subsequent amending 
legislation. 

We advise updating the NP policies map, accordingly. 

Policy 16: 
Development and 
Water Quality  

Given the recent ecological advice, we strongly support this 
Policy. 
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Policy 17: Valued 
Landscapes 
 

To better align with NPPF, which says that policies should 
contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment 
by protecting and enhancing valued landscapes in a manner 
commensurate with their identified quality in the development 
plan, we suggest re-wording the second paragraph as follows:  

“An Area of Valued Landscape is designated through the 
Neighbourhood Plan and defined on the Policies Map. Any 
development that has a significant adverse impact on the 
important characteristics and or qualitiesy of the landscape in 
this designated area, as described in the assessment and 
report ‘Northumberland Sandstone Ridges and Vales – A 
Valued Landscape’ (January 2021) or other relevant evidence 
documents, will not be supported.” 

In addition, we would suggest including in the policy the key 
qualities that make this a valued landscape.    

Policy 17: Valued 
Landscapes 
cont’d… 

The third paragraph of the Policy refers to key views. It states 
that these “are defined on the Policies Map”. However, they 
seem to be defined on separate maps within the document, 
rather than on the Policies Map. We suggest the Policies Map 
is updated to include these views.  

Policy 17: Valued 
Landscapes 
cont’d… 
 

The fourth paragraph of the Policy states that “Major 
development within the Heritage Coast will not be supported 
unless it is compatible with its special character.” The fifth 
paragraph is about the AONB and repeats NLP Policy ENV 5, 
allowing for major development in “exceptional circumstances 
and where it can be demonstrated to be in the public interest”.  
Notwithstanding that the AONB also covers the Heritage 
Coast within the Neighbourhood Plan area, it does seem 
possible that there could be occasions when the AONB test is 
passed but the development would still not be compatible with 
the special character of the Heritage Coast. Therefore, this 
part of the Policy can be supported. 

Policy 17: Valued 
Landscapes 
cont’d… 
 

We feel the final paragraph of the policy is overly onerous. 
NLP Policy ENV 3 makes clear that, even within the AONB, a 
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) will only be 
required where the development is considered likely to have a 
significant impact. As such, we suggest the last paragraph of 
Policy 17 could be rephrased like the phrasing in NLP Policy 
ENV 3: 

“With the exception of minor extensions to existing dwellings, 
aAny proposal for development within the designated areas 
defined or described in this Policy considered likely to have a 
significant impact on the surrounding landscape, townscape 
or seascape character of the site and/or visual amenity and/or 
the special qualities of AONB and/or important characteristics 
or qualities within the Area of Valued Landscape, must be 
accompanied by a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced person to 
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clearly demonstrate the landscape and visual impact 
anticipated to arise from the development.” 

Other Comments The Transport Planning Department support the inclusion of 
sustainable transport themes within the plan outlined in 
Objective 4, transport and travel. 

The Climate Change Team would welcome the 
Neighbourhood Plan considering planning for renewable 
energy developments particularly community energy projects 
that may be pushed forward by local groups. This could be 
considered under section 7 - 'Community Projects'. 

The team would also encourage the Neighbourhood Plan to 
consider and recognise the target to become a carbon-neutral 
county by 2030, as outlined in the NCC Climate Action Plan 
2021-2023. 

  

  


